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ABSTRACT

The Consensus Constrained TOPology prediction
(CCTOP; http://cctop.enzim.ttk.mta.hu) server is a
web-based application providing transmembrane
topology prediction. In addition to utilizing 10 dif-
ferent state-of-the-art topology prediction methods,
the CCTOP server incorporates topology informa-
tion from existing experimental and computational
sources available in the PDBTM, TOPDB and TOP-
DOM databases using the probabilistic framework of
hidden Markov model. The server provides the op-
tion to precede the topology prediction with signal
peptide prediction and transmembrane-globular pro-
tein discrimination. The initial result can be recal-
culated by (de)selecting any of the prediction meth-
ods or mapped experiments or by adding user spec-
ified constraints. CCTOP showed superior perfor-
mance to existing approaches. The reliability of each
prediction is also calculated, which correlates with
the accuracy of the per protein topology prediction.
The prediction results and the collected experimen-
tal information are visualized on the CCTOP home
page and can be downloaded in XML format. Pro-
grammable access of the CCTOP server is also avail-
able, and an example of client-side script is provided.

INTRODUCTION

Transmembrane proteins (TMPs) play an important role in
living cells, both in unicellular and multicellular organisms,
since they take part in energy production processes, mate-
rial and information transports and establish cell-cell adhe-
sions. Previous studies estimate that 20–30% of coded pro-
teins in the various genomes are TMPs (1–3). Despite their
abundance and importance, the number of solved TMP
structures is relatively low (4–6) compared to those of glob-
ular proteins, due to the challenging experimental condi-
tions that these proteins require in structure determination.
However, there are several indirect experimental techniques

providing information about the localization of TM seg-
ments, e.g. experiments based on fusion with reporter en-
zymes or proteins (7–10), post translational modification
(11–14), protease digestion (15), immune-localization (16–
20), chemical modification (21–23), etc.

Topology prediction provides a fast, low resolution struc-
tural information about TMPs, which could be used as a
starting point for laboratory experiments (24) or model-
ing their 3D structures (25). Most of the early prediction
methods were based on the physical-chemical properties
of amino acids and were able to determine the topogra-
phy fairly accurately. Later these approaches were extended
with the ‘positive inside’ rule (26), opening prospects to
localize the water soluble TMP regions. Machine learning
algorithms increased the accuracy of the predictions to a
higher level, however these methods depend on the train-
ing set used, and therefore their performances are usually
lower when encountering new sequence families. As a con-
sequence, whenever a new TM topology is discovered, these
methods require re-training (27).

Utilizing experimental evidence (28,29), or combining
different algorithms as a consensus predictor could also
improve the accuracy by eliminating the errors of individ-
ual methods. There are three consensus approaches, two
of them TOPCONS (30) and MetaTM (31) are currently
available, while ConPredII (32) was not available during the
preparation of this work. According to its own benchmark-
ing of TOPCONS, it shows only 1% improvement over sin-
gle predictors. The per protein accuracy of MetaTM was
reported to be 86.3%, which is 4% higher than the best in-
cluded individual method.

The Consensus Constrained TOPology prediction (CC-
TOP) method was used to predict the human transmem-
brane proteome, which is collected in the HTP database
(3). For testing the accuracies of the various transmem-
brane topology predictors on human proteins only, a spe-
cial benchmark set was compiled, and on this set CCTOP
proved to be superior in topology prediction accuracy.

Here we describe the web server of the CCTOP algo-
rithm, a novel consensus topology predictor for �-helical
TMPs based on 10 state-of-the-art topology prediction
methods. Moreover, the CCTOP server automatically in-
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corporates information from previously determined struc-
tural, experimental and bioinformatics studies collected in
the PDBTM, TOPDB and TOPDOM databases, respec-
tively. If there are segments with known topology informa-
tion for the query protein or for any of its homologs in any
of the databases mentioned above, this information applied
as a constraint in the hidden Markov model. Signal pep-
tide prediction and TMP filtering are also available on the
server.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparing benchmark set

A benchmark set was created using the TOPDB database
collecting those entries, which have known 3D structures in
the PDB that cover the entire TMHs of the TOPDB entry.
Redundancy of the sequences was removed at 40% identity
using CD-HIT (33), which resulted in 320 sequences. Next,
the sequences that were used to train any of the 10 selected
methods plus CCTOP itself, were collected, and were used
as filters: entries in the testing set with 40% or higher se-
quence identity with any of the training proteins were re-
moved. This procedure reduced the testing set to 170 se-
quences, which set was used to measure the accuracy of the
different predicting methods.

The CCTOP method

The CCTOP method has three main steps: removing cleav-
able parts of a target sequence, TMP filtering and topol-
ogy prediction. Signal peptide segments are often mistaken
with TMHs by transmembrane topology prediction algo-
rithms, therefore a preceding analysis of these segments was
applied. CCTOP uses SignalP 4.0 (34) to cleave signal pep-
tides; however, this step can be ignored, if a homologous
protein in the TOPDB database (35,36) has contradictory
evidence.

After removing cleavable segments the next step is to
distinguish transmembrane and globular proteins. For this
task a simple voting system is applied on the results of Pho-
bius (37), Scampi-single (38) and TMHMM (2,39) algo-
rithms. If any two of these methods predict transmembrane
segment(s), the protein is classified as TMP.

A variety of methods was taken into account for the
consensus topology prediction, regarding both the train-
ing set and the utilized algorithm. Ten methods were se-
lected based on their availability and performance on dif-
ferent benchmark sets: HMMTOP (28,40), MemBrain (41),
MEMSAT-SVM (42), Octopus (43), Philius (44), Phobius
(37), Pro- and Prodiv-TMHMM (45), Scampi-MSA (38)
and TMHMM (2,39). The prediction results of these meth-
ods are used as constraints in the same hidden Markov
model that was used by HMMTOP but with different
weights. The weights depend on the accuracy of each
method, measured on a benchmark set collected for the Hu-
man Transmembrane Proteome database (3). To further im-
prove the prediction accuracy for each query, its homol-
ogous structures from PDBTM (4–6), experiments of ho-
mologous sequences from TOPDB (35,36) and conserva-
tively localized domains and motifs from TOPDOM (46)

recognized in the query sequence are collected automati-
cally and all these information is incorporated into a prob-
abilistic framework provided by a hidden Markov model as
described in Bagos et al. (47). A formalized and more de-
tailed description of the algorithm is available in our earlier
paper (3) and on the home page of the CCTOP server.

Calculating the reliability of the prediction

To calculate the reliability of the prediction, posterior prob-
abilities from the HMM are summed up for each main hid-
den state type (inside, membrane, loop and outside), in each
position of the TMP sequence. Reliability is the average of
these sums on the most probable state path determined by
the Viterbi algorithm (48). The mathematical details can be
found on the manual pages of the CCTOP home page.

Evaluating the methods

Prediction accuracies of the 10 selected methods, MetaTM,
TOPCONS and CCTOP were tested on the newly compiled
benchmark set. For testing, constraints from the PDBTM
database were not used, because predefined topology parts
would have led to artificially high accuracy values.

The CCTOP server

To handle the high resource consumption of the heavy duty
calculations of the different methods, we created a multi-
layered application architecture. Without going into much
detail, the computational part is forwarded to a dedicated
load-balanced queue of our HPC cluster, in which we iso-
lated some nodes just to serve these online requests. There
are two interface types for using CCTOP: a web server with
browser friendly GUI written in C++ using the Wt web
toolkit programming library along with our in-house de-
veloped XBuilder library developed for our previous works
(6,49) and an unpretentious PHP based frontend for scripts.
The results can be visually reviewed, and are also available
in XML format; its XSD- Schema definition is located at
http://cctop.enzim.ttk.mta.hu/CCTOP.xsd.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Evaluation the prediction accuracy of the CCTOP

Previously, the prediction accuracy of the CCTOP algo-
rithm was tested on a benchmark set containing only hu-
man proteins (3). To analyze the effect of using a different
source of organisms on the prediction accuracy, a new test
set was prepared. The 3D structures are known for all pro-
teins in this newly prepared benchmark set, and it does not
contain any homologous protein to the training set of any
of the 10 used methods nor to the training set of CCTOP.

We have tested the prediction accuracy of various meth-
ods on this new benchmark set (Table 1). Some of the al-
gorithms were reported to have 80–90% per protein accura-
cies; however their performance in this benchmark set are
much lower. This can be explained by the stringent filtering
of sequences homologous in the training sets. The accuracy
of CCTOP was calculated in two ways. In the first test, only
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Table 1. Prediction accuracy (in percent) of the CCTOP compared with the accuracies of the incorporated methods, as well as two consensus methods
(TOPCONS and MetaTM) on the newly compiled benchmark set containing 170 proteins

CCTOP* CCTOP HMMTOP* MemBrain
MEMSAT-
SVM MetaTM Octopus Philius Phobius Pro Prodiv

Scampi-
MSA TMHMM TOPCONS

Sens/res 98 98 95 92 94 94 93 95 93 96 96 97 93 97
Spec/res 98 98 95 97 98 97 98 97 97 97 95 97 97 98
MCC/res 98 98 95 95 96 96 96 96 95 97 96 97 95 97
AccTpg/prot 84 84 69 62 66 67 71 71 62 75 75 76 66 79
AccTop/prot 81 79 64 0 53 58 66 64 56 70 69 72 59 75

Predictions marked with * are enhanced with topological constraints from TOPDB and TOPDOM databases. Structural information from PDBTM was not used in any of these
tests. Sens/res is the per residues sensitivity, Spec/res is the per residue specificity, MCC/res is the Matthew correlation coefficient, AccTpg/prot is the per protein topography
accuracy, AccTpl/prot is the per protein topology accuracy.

Figure 1. Correlation between the topology accuracy (in percent) of CC-
TOP and reliability. Predictions are sorted according to their reliability val-
ues, and then the topology accuracies and the lowest reliability measured
on the subset of the benchmark set (red and magenta, respectively) are
plotted against their rank in the sorted list divided by the number of the
proteins in the benchmark set (coverage). Above 86% reliability value the
prediction accuracy is expected to be 95%.

the results of the 10 prediction methods were used to cal-
culate the consensus prediction and we did not used any ex-
perimental constraints from the PDBTM, TOPDB or TOP-
DOM databases. TOPCONS was reported to had similar
accuracy as the best algorithm utilized, and it was explained
as the best input represented the theoretical limit, which
cannot be improved (30). However, here we showed with a
more sophisticated approach, the prediction accuracy can
be significantly improved. In our tests MetaTM shows a set-
back compared to the incorporated methods. This can be
explained with the less strict construction of its benchmark
set. Since topology information was not incorporated into
the prediction, this test shows that by taking advantage of
the probabilistic description of hidden Markov model, the
prediction accuracy of a HMM based consensus method
can outperform all state-of-the-art and consensus methods.

In the next test, constraints provided by solved structures
were not used, but experiments determining segment local-
izations relative to the membrane and bioinformatics evi-
dences (conservatively localized domains and motifs) were
incorporated. The accuracy of CCTOP increased (Table 1).
However, it is important to note that by adding structural
constraints the accuracy of CCTOP is expected to be 100%

on the benchmark set, as it contains proteins with solved
structure.

The reliability of the CCTOP predictions

We define the reliability of the prediction as the average of
the posterior probabilities of the main states (inside, outside,
membrane, loop) over the best probable state-path (which is
the final prediction), which is determined by the Viterbi al-
gorithm. This value can be used to measure the reliability
of a single prediction, as it highly correlates with the pre-
diction accuracy. We plotted the per protein prediction ac-
curacy of each subset on the benchmark set which contains
predictions above a certain reliability. The independent vari-
able is the coverage, i.e. how many predictions have relia-
bility larger than a certain threshold divided by the num-
ber of the proteins in the benchmark set, while the depen-
dent variables are the threshold and the prediction accuracy
measured in this subset (Figure 1). As it can be seen, the
accuracy values decrease monotonously, showing high cor-
relation with the reliability. In this benchmark set, the ac-
curacy of the predictions with reliability value above 86% is
expected to be above 95%.

The home page of the CCTOP server

Protein sequences can be submitted at http://cctop.enzim.
ttk.mta.hu. As the prediction time may vary from a few min-
utes up to 30 minutes depending on sequence length and the
load of the various servers incorporated into the CCTOP al-
gorithm, the user may ask an email alert containing a link
referring to the results. When the submitted job is finished,
a six-panel window is produced by the CCTOP web server.

The first panel is a summary, presenting the most rel-
evant information, protein name (if available), number of
predicted TMHs, cross-references to various databases. The
generated XML file can be downloaded from the bottom of
the panel, or its content can be further investigated in the
next panels.

The next panel shows the raw XML file, containing all
gathered information together with the results of underlying
methods and the final consensus prediction.

The 1D panel shows the amino acid sequence colored by
the consensus topology. Colors are based on the localiza-
tion: gray, black, blue, red, yellow and orange for transit
sequence, signal peptide, extra-cytosolic, cytosolic, mem-
brane and re-entrant loop regions, respectively.

The 2D panel is probably the most useful panel. It is a
graphical representation of the determined and predicted
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Figure 2. Layout of the result tabs of the CCTOP web server. (A) 2D tab
(B) 3D tab. For details, see the text.

topology of the given entry. The graph consists of three
parts: the final CCTOP prediction, the results of the vari-
ous topology and topography prediction methods and the
collected constraints aligned to the amino acid sequence of
the given entry. The x-axis on the graph is the sequence num-
ber of the query protein. To inspect the details, the graphs
can be enlarged and scrolled. The color code is the same as
described above (Figure 2, panel A).

If homologous proteins can be found in the PDBTM
database, the 3D panel is active and contains their struc-
tures. In case of several cross-references to PDBTM each
one can be selected and the 3D structure can be inspected
using JSMol. Link is provided for each homologous pro-
tein to download its 3D co-ordinates from the PDBTM
database (Figure 2, panel B).

Finally, using the Customize panel, the initial prediction
can be recalculated by (de)selecting any of the prediction
methods, mapped experiments or by adding user specified
topology constraints. After submission, at the top of this
panel, the reliability of the possible localizations for each se-
quence positions is shown, as well the new reliability value.
The content of the other tabs are updated by the results of
the recalculated prediction. At the bottom of the page the
new XML file can be downloaded, while, the original XML
file is still available from the summary panel.

To predict the topology for multiple sequences, a direct
interface is available, which allow the programmable ac-
cess to the CCTOP server. A template python script can be
downloaded from the CCTOP server.

The main purpose of the web server is to provide an easy
access user interface for the CCTOP method. Some of the
utilized methods and CCTOP itself have high computation
requirements. Setting up and running these servers locally
is rather time consuming. Gathering and mapping already
solved structures and experiments together with the predic-
tion results of the state-of-the-art prediction methods are
additional non-trivial problems. The CCTOP server does
all these tasks automatically.

ENDNOTES

TM: transmembrane; TMP: transmembrane protein;
TMH: transmembrane helix.
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